Worksheet 8. Vocabulary practice

Choose the correct word from the word pool to complete each sentence.

appealing because coaches compete despite enterprising handicap recruit sleds slide spectators sprinters tropical winding

1. I remember my childhood winters in Canada. We used to enjoy going down snow-covered hills on our ___________________________.

2. The narrow, ___________________________ roads through the mountains are dangerous.

3. The two young women were ___________________________. They started a translation business, and sold their services on the Internet.

4. Carlo has a ___________________________. He is deaf in one ear.

5. Alaska does not have a ___________________________ climate.

6. Ali and Kim are not long-distance runners. They’re ___________________________.

7. ___________________________ say “Great!” when their team wins, and “You have to play better next time!” when their team loses.

8. You don’t open these glass doors by pushing or pulling them. You have to ___________________________ them to one side.

9. Thirty-two teams from different countries ___________________________ in the World Cup every four years.

10. The State University Medical School wants to ___________________________ the best doctors to teach at its teaching hospital.

11. We went to the beach ___________________________ the bad weather.

12. Pictures of babies, puppies and kittens are usually very ___________________________.
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